
 
 

 
Star Japanese Chef Ishiba Masaki Joins Le Bec Fin 

Brand-new A La Carte Menu Launched with World-Class Champion Cocktails 
 

 
Chef Ishiba Masaki (Chef Ishiba) has joined Le Bec Fin with immediate effect. 
He will join Nakao Kazuhisa (Chef Hisa) in crafting innovative dishes for 
guests to savour in a stylish setting. 
 
Located in a quiet corner of North Point, Le Bec Fin is celebrating its 1st 
anniversary this year. Under the stewardship of Chef Hisa, the restaurant has 
been crafting innovative dishes in a stylish dining setting using a Josper 
charcoal oven with Japanese binchotan. 
  
Born in Mie (三重県 ) in Japan, Chef Ishiba developed his passion for 
gastronomy when he was young. At 18, he finally realized his dream to join the 
prestigious Kikunoi restaurant as their opening team. He went on to spend five 
years at Kikunoi, honing a strong and all-rounded foundation in traditional 
kaiseki-style cooking. 
 
In 2009, Chef Ishiba landed a sous chef position at La Bombance in Tokyo 
where, working under Mr Makoto Okamoto, his Japanese cooking took on a 
creative spin. The seven years he spent at La Bombance created an opportunity 
for him to move to Hong Kong and become Chef de Cuisine of the La 
Bombance flagship store here. 
 

 

 

Chef Ishiba’s wealth of knowledge in both traditional and progressive Japanese cooking is a valued addition to Le Bec 
Fin, where the common goal is to treat premium-quality ingredients with special knowledge and technique. Together with 
Chef Hisa, Chef Ishiba has created some inspiring European-Japanese culinary delights, including a new A La Carte menu 
and a Bar menu featuring new creations ranging from amuse bouche and bar snacks to pasta and different kinds of meat 
dishes, while retaining the original signature dishes that our loyal customers love. 

 

 

In addition to the selection of fine wines already included on our 
menu, we have introduced an intricate cocktail menu created by 
Mr Yuya Sakamoto (Mixologist Yuya), an award-winning 
mixologist who joined our team recently. Mixologist Yuya, who is 
ready to offer wine, sake, cocktail and other beverage 
recommendations to discerning diners, recently took the 
champion’s crown at the Pisco Spirit of Peru World Cocktail 
Competition 2019 for his creation ‘Pakamayu’. You will also find 
his other signature cocktails, such as the much-loved Dashi 
Martini, on Le Bec Fin’s cocktail list. 

 
  



A La Carte 
The brand-new à la carte menu at Le Bec Fin features the following specially prepared dishes: 

 

 

 

 
Chicken Wing with Caviar 
Dry-aged Japanese wings cooked in a searing Josper oven 
resulting in a crisp, lacquered skin and succulent interior 
then topped with caviar to act as pinch of salt. Binchotan also 
imparts deep smoky flavours to the wings. 
 

 Foie Gras French Toast 
Frozen foie gras shaved over traditional pain perdu. The use 
of foie gras adds another dimension of unctuousness to the 
dish. 

 

 

 
Mini Baby Sardine Bread with Pan Fried Uni Beef Yaki 
Onigiri 
Mini baby sardine bread balls provide a blank canvas for rich 
ingredients of Wagyu beef, uni and caviar, all of which are the 
perfect one-biter of deliciousness. 

 Japanese Turtle Soup with Mochi 
Suppon (softshell turtle) dishes are regarded as collagen 
building. The broth for this dish is both sweet and delicate. 
The suppon-stuffed mochi (rice cake) is slightly torched and 
gives the dish an instant burst of rich savoury delight. 
 

 

 

 
Sakura Shrimp Somen 
Somen noodles are pure in both appearance and taste, and 
contrast nicely with umami-rich sakura shrimps. The tempura 
of sakura shrimps, together with a mildly spicy sauce, strikes 
a perfect balance in terms of texture and taste with the cold 
somen. 
 

 Quail Pie  
This rich pie is filled with delicate quail meat, foie gras, 
spinach and pistachio, and encased in irresistible golden 
pastry. It is served with luscious pomme puree and sweet 
Madeira sauce. 



 

 

 
Japanese Crab Paella 
This rendition of paella is a world apart from its Spanish 
counterpart. Exotic ingredients such as horsehair crab are 
used, as well as a stock made from the reduction of crab and 
clams. You will get the crispy and flavourful rice crust, also 
called socarrat, on top as well as bottom. This dish is perfect 
as a focal point for any party. 

 Melon Blancmange 
The main ingredient of this dish is Japanese hothouse melons, 
which are sweet and ripe. Served with blancmange, a 
traditional French pudding mildly enhanced with almond and 
sweet almond wine, plus house-made vanilla ice cream, 
together they provide a soul-winning combo. 

 
About Le Bec Fin 
Le Bec Fin is a Hong Kong project spearheaded by Nakao Kazuhisa gathering his previous experience as Chef/Owner of 
Hisa Labo and Head Chef of Japanese Embassy in Hong Kong. 
 
The restaurant is a melting pot where flavours meet masterful cooking, where premium food ingredients meet Western 
culinary artistry, where good food &drink meets like-minded people.  No matter it is a quick lunch, a relaxing dinner, a 
private party or event, we want you to have a memorable experience. 
 
Signature cooking with bichotan (charcoal from Japan) imparts deep, smokey notes to our highest-quality Wagyu, whereas, 
delicate seafood are treated with respect to tease out their rich, natural umami. 
 
Telephone:  2217 8889 
Address:  Shop 8, G/F, China United Center, 28 Marble Road, North Point 
Opening Hours:  12 noon to 3:00pm 
           3:00pm to 10:30pm (Close on Mondays) 
Facebook:   lebecfin.hk 
Instagram:   @lebecfinhongkong 
 
About Chef Hisa 
Nakao Kazuhisa, or Chef Hisa, has accolades like “Excellent Executive Chef for Ambassador/ Consult-General of Japan” 
and “Commendation from Foreign Ministry” awarded to him during his time as Executive Chef of Japanese Embassy in 
Hong Kong.  Known for applying Asian Ingredients to Western Culinary methods, the end result is pleasant to look at and 
a joy to eat.  Cooking method is simple and unadulterated, allowing premium ingredients shine. 
 
About Chef Ishiba 
Ishiba Masaki, or Chef Ishiba, honed his skills from a 3-star establishment in Kyoto where he was an apprentice for 7 years, 
majoring in Kaiseki style of cooking.  He further enhanced his skilled at another Michelin-starred French/Kaiseki fusion 
restaurant in Tokyo where a solid foundation was built.  Whilst in Hong Kong, joining forces with Chef Hisa, the pair will 
evoke new sparks on traditional dishes with Western charm. 
 
About Mixology Yuya 
Yuya Sakamoto is an award-winning drinks expert, hailed from Hokkaido.  Recently, he took the champion crown at Pisco 
Spirits of Peru World Competition 2019.  Yuya has worked across some of the finest 5-star hotels in Japan before making a 
mark on the Hong Kong beverage scene.  His favourite spirit, whisky, can be found featuring in many of his award-winning 
cocktails which are also showcased on the Le Bec Fin cocktail list.  
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